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EMIR Trade Reporting – List of validation issues identified by EACH

1. Introduction

This document aims at describing a list of validation issues identified by EACH members with
regard to the validations to be made by Trade Repositories (TRs).

EACH fully supports the standardisation of EMIR reporting to increase reconciliation rates and
the introduction of validations at the TRs. However, we believe that the current process to
introduce validations would benefit from a stronger coordination as EACH members are
experiencing some discrepancies in the process followed by TRs – by way of example, some
CCPs had not been informed by their TRs that validation rules are going to be implemented.
Separately, different TRs have provided different implementation dates.

In order to allow a fair treatment of all CCPs and other reporting entities and to ensure a
consideration of the comments from all parties, we would like to request ESMA to make
announcements about new validations public, to perform a comprehensive consultation and
to provide sufficient time for review and feedback. Furthermore the implementation date
should be the same across all TRs to ensure consistency for inter-TR reconciliation.

An example for the need of more consultation is the fact that with the current validations, the
counterparty data fields 24 to 26 specifying the collateral can only be left blank if counterparty
data field 22 "Collateralisation" is filled with U = uncollateralised.  Therefore, contrary to
ESMA's statement during our conference call on 03 September 2014 which suggested that
CCPs should enter “FC” in Field 22, CCPs need to populate this field with U = uncollateralised
since CCPs do not provide collateral.

Therefore, in order to ensure that the objectives of high reconciliation rates and an efficient
regulation are met, EACH has set out a number of suggestions for the implementation of
validations.

2. List of validation issues identified by EACH

2.1. Validation rules
2.1.1.Validations should only be introduced where the population of a particular field

or the dependency between fields is clear without any doubt.
2.1.2.EACH would therefore recommend that validation proposals should be discussed

and agreed beforehand with market participants to ensure that there are no
specific products, trading or position situations which could not be reported
anymore. EACH Members would be happy to contribute to this process.
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2.1.3.Once the validation rules are unambiguously defined, we would welcome their
publication by ESMA through updates to the RTS or Q&A rather than by the trade
repositories in order to ensure consistency. We believe that publication should
happen at least 6 months in advance of their application to enable market
participants to adapt their systems as far as possible during regular system
maintenance and following a period of proper development and testing. Further,
EACH would ask ESMA to be mindful of implementation dates around periods
where market participants prohibit systems changes (e.g. near to year-end) in line
with industry best practice.

2.2. Timing
2.2.1.Where validation rules would require market participants to introduce major

changes that are likely to involve major technology build, such as the
restructuring of UTI construction according to ESMA EMIR Q&A TR answer 18, we
would welcome the publication by ESMA at least 12 months before their
application.

2.2.2.To achieve a smooth transition it would be beneficial to allow for a 2 to 3 months
testing period for reporting parties before final implementation depending on
the complexity of the changes. This would avoid that suddenly a huge number of
transaction reports is rejected.

2.2.3.Further, in order to make the process as efficient as possible, we would support
validations to kick in at the same time, rather than having to change the software
several times.

2.3. Other comments
2.3.1.EACH Members believe that validations should not be retrospective
2.3.2.We understand that counterparty reports that meet the technical standards

should not be rejected as we believe there would be no legal reason to do so.
Instead a warning message should be sent by the trade repository at first instance.

3. Concrete concerns regarding the issues where implementation of the Level 2
validations by trade repositories under EMIR will either significantly reduce the
granularity of the reports or present significant challenges in logical adherence

3.1. Table 2 field 1

3.1.1.Validation
“….-If field 2.10 is populated with (i) MIC that pertains to a trading venue in non-
EEA country, or with (ii) "XXXX", this field shall be populated with "E"…”

3.1.2.Issue
Implementation of the above validation will render EU counterparties executing
trades on venues located outside the EEA, or executing OTC trades to be required
to report with Taxonomy E in field 1. Use of this taxonomy only permits the use
of broad asset class references in field 2, rather than an instrument specific
identifier such as an AII or ISIN under Taxonomy I. As a result, important reporting
granularity will be lost.
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3.2. Table 2 field 2

3.2.1.Validation
“… If field 2.10 is populated with "XOFF", this field shall be populated with ISIN….”

3.2.2.Issue
A number of EACH members have exchanges within their groups which identify
their instruments using AII’s (Alternative Instrument Identifiers). As a result,
population of the Venue of Execution field with “XOFF” to indicate a block trade
immediately renders such a trade unreportable by a clearinghouse clearing trades
for such an exchange as an ISIN is unavailable

3.3. Table 2 fields 49-54

3.3.1.Validation
If field 2.46 is populated with "NG" or "EL", this field shall be populated.

3.3.2.Issue
These fields pertain to the reporting of commodities trades. Implementation of
this validation will enforce the fields to be populated where NG “Natural Gas” or
EL “Electricity” are populated in the Commodity Details field. A number of these
fields will be very difficult to report for cash settled contracts, especially 50 and
51 which relate to delivery timing.


